
Microwave Assaults on US Soil (© 2022 Noam Grunes)

NAZITOWN USA — July 15, 2022 — CBS’ “60 Minutes” ran a “Targeted in America” segment on US government staff 
briefly assaulted with microwave weapons, including in Havana, in China and near the White House. (I caught it this evening, 
from June 26, 2022. I extend a hat tip to @blingqueendiva1 for highlighting it. She beat me to that twitter handle.) While with 
informative interview excerpts and appropriate questions to a Mr. Burns (spelled like The Simpsons’ character; allegedly a CIA 
(“we lied, we cheated, we stole”) character (director of what: misinformation?)), the piece was [expletive] [expletive] [and one 
more expletive] horrid, unless merely a prelude. As thousands are being tortured with microwave weapons on US soil, in our 
homes, with burns and debilitating frequencies, the “all-seeing-eye” network covered nothing but transient audio assaults.

Here’s some of what it looks like to be microwaved in a residence on US soil. There’s no conventional line of sight enabling 
these assaults. That means they begin with 4th Amendment rights violation to localize a body part, in a residence, for unilateral 
assault. Targets of these around-the-clock assaults generally have no criminal record. They may be selected partly on account of 
their gentle disposition and for sexual assault, illegal weapons development, theft of neurological and other intellectual property,
and to debilitate whistleblowers. Three-letter agencies are overseeing microwave weapons shooting thousands of US citizens in 
our homes. “They go through glass, they go through brick, they go through practically everything” (“60 Minutes” minute 23).

None of what you will see here is cause for medical intervention, as the surface wounds heal. Other damage caused in these 
covert torture operations is far worse. That includes poisoning with carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic barium, incessant 
sleep deprivation as the backbone of NSA and CIA programs (because they have not a single person who honors the requisite 5 
USC § 3331 oath), incessant cognitive interference by subliminal or overt messaging, work inhibition by frequency assaults etc.

At left: this reflects
microwaving my hands

besides vibrating/pulsing
among my fingers and
thumbs (in a residence,

non-consensually).

At right: then I used a
crisper camera.

(Inquiries for my hand
modeling services, I will

politely decline.)
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Often perps would ramp up shooting my hands when I started working on a laptop in a residence, hitting the hand(s) typing or 
scrolling, while running frequency interference (low Hz on a carrier wave to crush function, indicated by slurred words amid the
assault as a studied by-product); poison blown into my face by directed energy; and incessant NSA-style subliminal messaging 
as cognitive interference, insults, interrogation by operatives or computer scripts, or some combination thereof (e.g., “if you 
think salamanders are cute, you will feel an itch on your right earlobe that will go away only when you scratch it”). 

In conjunction with carcinogenic chromium beyond neurotoxic barium blown into our faces, the “slow kill” aspect of directed 
energy weaponry (DEW) assault may be intended to incapacitate targets from countering the perpetrators while disposing of us 
through various DEW- and toxin-induced malignancies, covering up the covert agencies’ and contractors’ sadistic sexual assault
and intellectual property theft. “Hands, fingers, knees and toes” among body parts seared on US soil:
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Figure 3: Left hand scorched.

Figure 4: A bit of right hand, 
by thumb, other than seared.

Figure 5: Fingers burned.

Figure 9: Ankle seared; the 
big toes, cracked across, are 
perps’ favorite to assault a la
criminal in-home messaging 
Will Filer described.

Figure 8: Right knee 
pummeled by DEW (directed 
energy weapon or weaponry)
— part of a sleep-deprivation
routine, foundation of NSA &
CIA torture programs.

Figure 6: Shin shot by DEW, 
later seared as I showered, 
shaved and lay down.

Figure 7: Inside elbow 
assaulted (besides DEW 
shots throughout arms).



As you might discern from Will Filer’s “NSA Mind Control and Psyops,” NSA-style operatives have
fetishes with fingers and toes. (I suggested they suck their own toes in lieu of assaulting mine. That 
suggestion hasn’t gained traction.) Their extremity assaults can be searing; these are not from “post-
hypnotic suggestions,” as demonstrated by physical harm, though a part of their operations uses the 
playbook Will Filer describes to a T — incessantly, in my residence, around-the-clock.

Enabling sexual assault, voyeurs, weapons development and intellectual property theft, the NSA 
concocted nearly the dumbest covert script. (I’m subjected to both NSA- & CIA-style assaults; the 
agencies seem to vie to play the second-mentioned character in Dumb & Dumber. They’re not quite 
like Beevis & Butthead, as operatives in this must be the latter always. John Reilly’s character waxed
philosophically in Guardians of the Galaxy: “I don’t know if I believe anyone is 100% a dick.” He 
must have not yet learned about domestic NSA and CIA personnel overseeing operations poisoning 
individuals in our homes with a carcinogen and neurotoxin verified, sexually violating us multiple 
times daily by frequency and/or DEW, running our non-consensual brain-computer interfaces 24/7, 
violating 4th Amendment rights omnipresently, microwaving us continually, sleep-depriving us by 

physical torture, debilitating us by frequencies, paying for noise campaigns as if activity inhibition was insufficient, disabling 
our phones, attacking family in our presence to further isolate us, blowing toxins into our faces by maser, acting as wannabe 
terrorists by adding millimeter wave assault when we walk between rooms, electrocuting extremities as incessant commentary 
of functionally retarded fascists (right toe, right thumb as I write this, etc.), etc. All officers and contractors in these operations 
— perpetrators and supervisors etc. — have remained constitution-violating, sadistic, sociopathic [insert expletive of choice].)

While sleep-depriving a targeted individual — including by unnecessary physical assault when frequency or audio suffices — 
and systematically destroying all facets of her life, the NSA endeavors to isolate her, pay insincere people to stab her in the back
so to speak, attack anyone close to her, and convince her that no one can be trusted excepted Jesus, which the NSA then plays in
dreams, signs and sometimes even voice (microwaved audio: “V2k”): this is the program Will Filer described in 1999 (“NSA 
Mind Control and Psyops”), reported by an inordinate number of targets subjected to this script. (When I ordered Will Filer’s 
brief in printed form from lulu.com, it appeared in teeny-tiny print reminiscent of September 11, 2001 disclosures on targeted 
individuals’ (hacked) websites. Remember, besides fascists, the agencies play “dumb & dumber”: whatever they intend to 
obfuscate you can zero in on as likely interesting.) Once an exhausted targeted individual embraces Jesus as savior, Jesus 
(played by the NSA albeit without IMDB.com credits (yet)) aids the target and endeavors to control her like a marionette. 

NSA’s script: Jesus presides over a world wherein everyone is a backstabber except Jesus/God — as if a benevolent God would 
create and sustain a so malicious species! Meanwhile the NSA and its affiliates preside over daily sexual assault and intellectual 
property theft, including neurological data and old-school, even asking me for investment ideas in contrived dream sequences 
for example. Among abuses in this vein, Jesus (the NSA) appeared to a targeted individual in a “dream” and instructed her to 
make a blanket with crushed soda cans to partly shield DEW (directed energy weaponry) attacks — overseen by the NSA! 
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Figure 10: DEW shots 
penetrated foil from below 
(as I sat on it), similarly   
over chest, genitals etc.



While hard to do. the CIA plays even dumber in assaulting us with its “S.A.T.A.N.” programming described by Robert Duncan 
in Soul Catcher Vol. 2 (not to be outdone by “SATAN” NASA satellites: when running an agency of a Reich with Nazi heritage 
(ever since Project Paperclip), apparently thou shall pledge fealty to a goathead; seriously, the satanists worship a goathead; I 
guess they scoured the world for the most authoritative symbol and came up with ... a goathead, adding adolescent breasts to it 
in the manner of satanic pedophiles and rallying around it ever since). While the NSA works to isolate targeted individuals and 
destroy all facets of our lives besides any faith in Jesus or another practicable deity played by the NSA, the CIA works to end 
our lives. “In the CIA programs, the target is put through these phases as written in the documentation, ‘Disorient and confuse 
the target. Use them for our purposes, and then dispose of them in any way possible’” (Duncan’s 2015 “Executive Summary”).

This explains how oath-violating CIA–NSA operatives would tolerate implanting some of us in our left eyes besides our noses, 
ears, heads, hands, arms, shoulders, genitals etc.: they do not plan for us to thrive. (At my any early death, everyone in NSA and
CIA operations, inter alia, can be legally executed under 18 USC § 241. Conspiring to violate constitutional rights: foundation 
of their business. The “inter alia” notably includes CIA assets in social media companies who ever censor me among others.)

By assaulting targeted individuals around-the-clock with frequencies and directed energy, 
the CIA creates “incredible anger through endless torture, frustration because no one will 
believe them or help them” before “redirecting the anger to a person, usually a neighbor, 
local authorities, FBI, President, political party, an x-boss, or x-lover, or some variation” 
(Duncan) — as if their criminality should result in fury with anyone besides the CIA and 
its affiliates (in the public and private sectors, domestically and abroad).

To the left: mm wave (millimeter wave: bee sting-like microwave) DEW (directed energy 
weapon) burns into my shoulder and chest, near my heart. I sustained these in a residence 
into which there was no conventional line of sight. That means the DEW assault, hitting a 
similar area of focus as I moved about a room, in a restroom as in the living area, required 
violating 4th Amendment rights to be secure in one’s person against searches necessary for 
pinpointed searing (they create holes in foil about 1 mm in diameter). That’s illegal across 
the US under 18 USC § 241–242 independently of adjudication on the weaponry illegality.

Generally, everyone knowingly facilitating any facet of these torture operations, in any 
instrumentality of power — including and not limited to the CIA, NSA, DIA, FBI, DHS, 

ODNI, Congress, White House, DoD Joint Chiefs, Northcom, USAF and Space Force, Army, Navy, contractors, sponsors and 
social media censors — may be subject to a death penalty under 18 USC § 241, for one conspiracy against rights that enabled 
targets’ deaths; a death penalty under 18 USC § 2381 for complicity in USAF treason, spraying civilian areas with toxins for 
unilateral assault, literally gassing and burning us in our homes; additional sentences under 18 USC § 242 when they invoke 
color of law as no executive order or legislation can impair constitutional rights violated to localize us for assault since Marbury
v Madison (1803); and often under 18 USC § 4 and 5 USC § 3331 besides 10 USC § 920 — footnotes on their death sentences.
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Figure 11: DEW shots into shoulder 
and chest, here near heart



Back to CBS’ 60 Minutes (perps are electrocuting inside my genitals after I pasted below, so it must be appropriate, as every 
message they endeavor to send is from a treasonous, functionally retarded, ideologically Nazi war criminal — everyone who 
knowingly enables these parasites is to be executed with due process under law; that includes everyone tolerating their crimes 
against humanity at the DoD, NSA, CIA, DIA, FBI, DHS, Congress and White House, albeit an excuse for neither martial law 
(with DoD complicity in these crimes) nor consolidation of nations, as monsters seek to cement tyrannical torture worldwide):

60 Minutes: “A CIA interim report last January said there 
is no evidence of a massive global campaign 
to attack Americans,” as with high-powered 
microwave weapons, which, as a 60 Minutes 
interviewee reported, “go through glass, they 
go through brick, they go through practically 
everything” (minute 23).

Editor’s note: In this limited respect, that’s right: there’s a 
massive and treasonous domestic campaign 
attacking Americans with directed energy 
weaponry (DEW); debilitating frequencies; 
and, sprayed by the US Air Force, carcinogenic
chromium and neurotoxic barium (a doctor for 
pilots at Peterson AFB called it “10,000 times 
more toxic to your nervous system than lead”).

60 Minutes: “This is the world’s preeminent [sic] intelligence
[sic] agency. Why is this [microwave assaults on
US citizens] so hard to figure out?”

CIA director: “It’s a very complicated issue.”
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